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ADDITIONAL SUPPLEMENT / LIFESTYLE ADJUSTMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
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	untitled1: Colleen Emery 
	untitled2: ST
	untitled3: November 8, 2021 
	untitled4: Yin deficiency: blood deficiency, joint and muscle weakness/pain / long recovery from surgery, post partum anxiety/grief 
	untitled5: Nourish Blood / Yin, Improve recovery, reduce pain, calm nervous anxiety, calm shen / soothe grief, stabilize joints 
	untitled6: Warm, Moist, Reproductive amphoteric, Nourishing Adaptogen, deficient blood, fatigue, combines with Amla/ShuDi 
	untitled7: Slightly warm, HPA axis depletion, post partum recovery, joint pain, improves recovery time for surgery / exercise 
	untitled8: Cool, Dry, Builds blood, recovery tonic, connective tissue with inflammation, improves recovery, nourishing 
	untitled9: Slightly Warm, tonifies kidney yin (HPA), weak muscles, fatigue, benefits yin and blood, ligaments,  back and knees
	untitled10: Warm, Dry, Kidney Yang tonic (HPA), m/s pain with stiffness, overstretched joints, joint instability, muscle fatigue 
	untitled11: Warm, Greasy, Blood and yin tonic, deficient blood, frequent injuries, improves surgery and post partum recovery 
	untitled12: Warm, a bit dry, Circulatory tonic, moves blood, relieves pain, blood stagnation based deficiency pain in joints 
	untitled13: Warm, Dry circulatory tonic, pain in the legs, joints, knees, resolves dampness, moves blood, antiinflammatory 
	untitled14: Warm, Moist, honey fried then extracted is more tonic, reregulates immune system, nervous system, Kidney Qi 
	untitled15: Shatavari / Asparagus racemosus 
	untitled16: Eleuthero / E. senticosus 
	untitled17: Amla / Embllica officinalis
	untitled18: Goji Berry / Lycium chinense 
	untitled19: Teasel / Dipsacus asper
	untitled20: Shu Di Huang / Rehmannia glutinosa/p
	untitled21: Chuang Xiong / Ligusticum striatum
	untitled22: Cinnamon bark / Cinnamomum aromaticum 
	untitled23: Licorice / Glycyrrhiza uralensis 
	untitled25: HPA Axis 
	untitled26: HPA Axis 
	untitled27: Chinese Liver 
	untitled28: Chinese Liver 
	untitled29: Chinese Liver 
	untitled30: Blood / Xue 
	untitled31: Blood / Xue 
	untitled32: Blood / Xue 
	untitled33: HPA Axis 
	untitled35: 0
	untitled36: 2
	untitled37: -
	untitled38: +
	untitled39: 0
	untitled40: -
	untitled41: +
	untitled42: - 
	untitled43: + Cheat 
	untitled44: +
	untitled45: 2
	untitled46: 1.5
	untitled47: 1
	untitled48: 1
	untitled49: 1
	untitled50: 1
	untitled51: .25
	untitled52: .25
	untitled53: Formula Two is also a tincture. The goal of this formula is to support the nervous system, improve recovery from grief, sadness, overwhelm and anxiety. Contains: Dual Extracted Ganoderma lucidum 2 parts Crataegus oxyacantha leaf, flower and berry 2 parts Leonurus cardiaca 1 part Albizia julibrissin 1 part Rosa canina 1/4 part Cinnamomum zeylanicum 1/4 part Dosage would theoretically be 2 - 5 ml 3 X per day or evening to navigate the tide of grief recovery and the up and down of emotions. There herbs in this formula all address the emotional heart and the cardiovascular physical heart ensuring the blood circulation and health are continued to be acknowledged. The added benefit of Mimosa in this formula is that He Huan Pi moves blood and is used to relieve pain, swelling, and inflammation from trauma injuries.
	untitled54: Supplement Review: During surgery and post partum recovery it is essential to take daily supplements to improve recovery rate. P{lease take a daily dosage of the prenatal vitamin. The Fish oil supplement dosage should be increase to 2 capsules 2 X per day. Please send ingredients and details of current Cannabis edibles for review. Suggestion to review the type and quality of the exercise taken each day. Yin based exercises build the structure of the body and improve the strength of the body, calm the mind and spirit and ensure long term sustainability for joint, bone and muscle health. Yang based exercises invigorate the body systems, condition the heart and muscles by putting strain on the them and asking the body to try harder to adapt and recovery from this. In the months to come it will be essential to balance the two types to be more yin focused and only moving to the yang focused exercised when the body's foundation can tolerate this. This articles has a deeper explanation of this: https://experiencelife.lifetime.life/article/yin-yang-fitness-the-best-of-both-worlds/Dietary Review: Please include more green leafy vegetables in every meal to improve nutrient status. Consider having homemade soup for lunch instead of a snack plate (third day lunch was great!)  Consider subscribing to a local veggie box (CSA) program to introduce more local and/or organic produce into your diet. Upon followup lets begin the conversation about preparing your health for entering into the Masters program in University. Some lead time and preparation will help insure you don't become depleted in this process. 


